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Surrounded by executive colonials, this North Hampton residence is nestled in The Boulders 
neighborhood. Enter through the stately 2-story foyer. To the right, we find private dining 
room for intimate evenings, and left we find living room with fireplace. Beyond we find the 
spacious eat-in kitchen which provides access to pool area and also opens to generously 
sized great room with stone fireplace. Moving past the great room, we encounter private 
library suited for working at home. Featuring floor-to-ceiling windows, light strewn 4 season 
sunroom can be accessed from both office and living room. 2 half baths and custom mudroom
complete the first floor. Upstairs we encounter 2 en suite bedrooms. Primary bedroom features 
stunning custom walk-in closet, soaking tub and dual head walk-in shower. Second en suite 
features a grand walk in cedar closet. 2 additional bedrooms, full shared bath, and dedicated 
laundry room complete the second floor. Finished basement perfect for extended stay guests 
or au pair suite enhanced by dry bar and ¾ bath. This elegant home features irrigation and 
extensive landscaping. The property is further benefitted by fenced in rear yard replete with 
heated gunite pool and jetted spa. Near Fuller Gardens, Odiorne Point State Park, Abenaqui 
Country Club, Rye Beach Club, North Hampton and Jenness Beaches. This is a great jumping
off point for all your Seacoast endeavors.
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• Dual Master Suites

• Perfect accomodations for In-Laws, adult 
children or invited guests 

• Dedicated Private Space

• In ground swimming pool with jetted spa  

• Ideal for Summer gatherings or relaxing 
on a summer afternoon

• Perfect way to de-stress with a splash or 
for an extra work-out

• Sunny four-season sunroom with oversized 
windows on three walls

• Perfect for relaxing with a good book or 
an afternoon nap 
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“ We have enjoyed walks around the neighborhood, lazy days in the 
heated pool, and exploring North Hampton’s lifestyle opportunities. 
Inside we enjoy winter nights around the fireplace, morning coffee 
in the light-filled sunroom and the freedom to retreat to dedicated 
office space when work is your priority. Hosting gatherings is a 
pleasure in both indoor and outdoor settings. Dual master suites, 
additional two bedrooms, oversized finished basement with 
beverage center and tiled bath are a few of the additional amenities 
which make this the perfect spot whatever your needs.

“
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